→→ Master computers.
→→ Learn to code.
→→ Join a community of
technology activists
and creators.

Our Mission

Time Commitment

The Code Cooperative is a
community of people who learn,
use, and build technology to
create life changing possibilities
for individuals and communities
impacted by incarceration.

16 weeks starting in October 2019
12 hours of class time per week
Thursdays & Saturdays 11am to 5pm
Location
302 W 124th St
New York, NY 10027
No Cost
Our classes are completely free
Laptops loaned to participants
Transportation costs covered
Food & coffee at every class
Eligibility
Excellence in code can come from anyone
No previous knowledge or skill needed
You should join if:
you want to learn more
you are creative and/or artistic
you think code isn’t for you
you think code IS for you
you like to build things
you like puzzles
you have an entrepreneurial spirit
you are “bad at math”

www.codecooperative.org

hello@codecooperative.org

917-818-0476

How We Learn

Community & Mentorship

We believe in the transformative power of
technology education. Learning to use and
build technology can lead to employment,
entrepreneurship, community, art creation,
and healing. Our members learn that they can
contribute to the world in a positive way through
developing technology that solves problems that
affect them and their communities.

The Code Cooperative is a community above all.
We take care of each other, learn together, and
grow together. Our 1-on-1 mentorship model
allows for a highly personalized and supportive
learning experience in which our members set
their own goals and work at their own pace.

Course Skills

Contact Us

→→ Essential computer and tech literacy
skills (eg. how to use the Internet, send
professional emails, write a resume)
→→ Fundamentals of coding and web
development (with HTML, CSS, and
JavaScript)
→→ Cybersecurity and hacking
→→ Universal and applicable skills (problem
solving and self-learning)
→→ The role of self-compassion, humility, and
resilience in the learning process

codecooperative.org
hello@codecooperative.org
(917) 818-0476

www.codecooperative.org

y!
Join our next class toda

hello@codecooperative.org

917-818-0476

